
3 Products, 30 teams, One 
Opportunity - LeSS adoption 
as a team sport in Deutsche 

Bank



Pair Share 
If LeSS Huge Adoptions were a game or sport what 

would it be?

1 minute max to think
1 minute person



Shout Outs



Our LeSS Huge Adoption Analogy
Our learnings along the way

Adoption Principles. What failed, what succeeded 
and we learnt



We are not here to tell you the same story

We want you to hear the opinions of two friends 
that are completely aligned on the same outcome

We disagree, we have conflict, we may contradict 
and that’s our story



A Lightbulb a day..



Similar goals 
but different 

games





LeSS creates 
transparency …



Ding!
It was Scrum, but not as 
we knew it



This LeSS Huge 
Adoption: 
Mixed doubles tennis 
tournaments



In this reality LeSS Huge Adoptions are like many 
simultaneous games of Mixed Doubles Tennis - Up 
30 at once. 

The tweak, they are to keep the volleys going, 
not break the rhythm

Played out over multiple tournaments, these are our 
3 Products



Fans = Customers or 
Communities? 



Chair Umpire = Scrum, 
showing you your 
relative effectiveness 
OR Us?



Ding!
Don’t always preach the 
book, being an umpire 
for Scrum can backfire 



Players = Development 
Teams



Ball People = 
Operations



The grass, line, nets = 
The LeSS Rules & 
Framework



Ding!

You have to meet people where they 
are whilst understanding how you 
evolve to a more LeSS like 
organisation



What role would a 
change manager, group 
play in this game?



So do we...
Hire in the wimbledon academy (aka change 
/transformation team) 

Or a couple of cute looking Directors like us?

For a group where for a long time everything was 
a project this seems like the “best” and “obvious” 
thing to do. 



Our collective opinion 
was that there is no 
room for that role



Makes it seem like something 
that gets done to people

In team everyone plays their 
part, it’s not down to a key 
person or seperate group



Not something that should be piloted and 
seem as an option. We are in it to enable the 
whole system to thrive, not just a small 
experiment



Ding!
It requires real (not fake) ownership 
of the change

Not simply divesting of ownership 
and problems to solve to a third 
party.



“ you cannot be serious?!”

Why people say they want to move to LeSS until the 
know what it means



This year we have 
a shared goal of 
no more  heroes



Learning 1 = It’s really hard

What saved us was a very strongly articulated 
Operating Model
The customer also wanted to see this game
A sense of humour
Experience
Credibility
Education (180 people)
The sooner we started playing the game the easier it 
was. Too long to get going, perfect is the enemy of 
good.



LeSS Adoption Principles (in the 
order we approached them)

Our Learning



Top down and bottom 
up



We are two directors within our organisation



We got in our own way and 
were too keen to help



Volunteering

Our most problematic 
principle



Found it hard to make it a success



We lacked things for 
the available people 
to swarm around



Ding!

Making sure volunteers are usefully occupied



Deep and Narrow



Ding!
Define your product with 
energy, commitment and 
bravery then make the 
necessary organisational 
changes



Small batches of people

Why good?

Why hard?
Earning vs learning
Expectations too high

2 Mode Organisation



Other hurdles we overcame

Losing key people



No change manager!



Conclusions



Be nice, open & humble conversations

Politely demand facts 

Be brave and admit your mistakes

Be Stubborn when you need to be

Experiment with adapting the LeSS Guidance 

Have a close friend at work



Questions, but not for us...



What part could the Scrum Master play?



What part could Management play?



What roles do we play in the game?



Thankyou and see you soon
Saloni Seth-Watkins

Ben Maynard

Feel free to connect with us on social media


